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Still, the risibilities of a Sioux Indian would be badly
strained at the sight of a poor old cow doing anything
like that which the dream drama pictured.
If we take this particular bovine specimen, stand
her on her feet Instead of her head, and consider her
from that more normal standpoint, we have a quite
commonplace dream fragment as a stimulus point for
flows of free associations. For that matter, we can
" split up " that poor old cow, and use the tail, the
gaunt pin bones, or her dung-plastered sides, as in-
dividual stimulus elements. Then, when we have taken
the gate feature by Itself, and have given It similar
consideration as a separate dream fragment, we shall
very probably begin to get somewhere.
This is a very good place for me to say something
about " funny " dreams; and it is this : " There are
none." If, like the rest of us ordinary mortals, you
have thought otherwise in this respect, the present Is a
good time to revise your concepts. In truth, it Is the
best time that you will ever have for accomplishing
that mental revision, for the simple reason that the old
concept is wrong; and for remedying anything that Is
wrong there Is no better time than n o w.
I have studied Freud very seriously, and when I
read that, although, he had analysed many thousands
of dreams (including no small number of Ms own), he
still had to encounter Ms first " funny " dream, I did
not stop to challenge his statement. On the contrary,
I started in to analyse dreams for myself. And as I
knew of no better subject than my own self towards
which to apply these analytical principles, I adopted
that course.
En passant, I would suggest that if some of the

